DATIG

Intergroup Meeting Notes
13 July 2022 / 8:00 PM
Roll Call.
Minutes from last meeting read.
No objections or corrections, minutes accepted

Treasurerʼs Report Read
No objections or corrections, report approved

PR Chair - Rosemary Reported:
• She re-registered DATIG for the General Service Office
• Downloaded General Conference Call App, was able to connect.
• Changed forwarding to laurel our new Public Relations Chair.

Groups IO Report:
• Needs to invite new member Karen:
• Nothing to report

Speaker Report:
No actions, no requests

PI Report:
Nothing to report but there was a discussion about Megan

referring a person she knows. (Feel free to add to this if
needed…(wasn’t clear to me what this meant from my notes)

Intergroup:
Jean (with our incoming rep and World Service Conference Rep
Megan)
• Received money from Selina for WSC
• Met with treasurer from groups and learned it is possible to
rep two groups but you still only get one vote and will be
registered under DATIG meetings
• DATIG gave the bulk of funds, remaining are $955
• I also wrote: project and meeting #1330 (?)
• Megan has her hotel booked and is attending the Gala and the
Talent Show. She’s doing it all.
• Jean offered to come on board as a service member, assigned a
mentor from Toronto (?)
• Megan, prepared to hit the ground running, has picked the
Fellowship Committee to join. She wants to find ways for
people to connect that feels most aligned with.
• Reading all the Ways and Means newsletters so she can have
familiarity with many of the issues.
• Reported that because her flight was re-routed she has been
upgraded to business class and she saved $400. (Wahoo!)
Unfortunately it cannot all be refunded, but 84.00 went
back into the account. (Check this point for accuracy)
• Selina noted that some committees are fuller than others and

there may be changes.

Committee Chair:
• Laurel reported that the PRG Marathon was again postponed.
Hopefully she can make it happen at the end of August.
• Someone made the comment that we need a regular recording
secretary and asked if this is new business. Selena
responded that we just need someone to take the notes next
month.
• Joanne said she would do the best she could and that she had to
leave early.

Old Business:
• Creation of a new comprehensive meeting support article.
• Megan asked for questions, concerns, and discussion related to
the upcoming WSC.
• Outreach and attraction was brought up which falls into the PI
category. Will keep an eye on what’s being discussed about
that at WSC.
• Karen from the Tuesday DA meeting wanted to ask about DA
members with Health issues and wants to highlight
accessibility, including older people who cannot go onto
computers. (Then I wrote “Underrepresented Group is being
formed”)
• Jennifer asked for clarification between a Caucus and a
Committee. Caucus is a group that makes suggestions and
discusses ideas. Committees are a group that can vote and

make decisions i.e. conference approved literature. And she
thanked the ISR
•

Rosemary wanted to

say she’s impressed with Megan and

congratulated
her.
• Laurel asked what was Megan performing in the talent
competition, answer: Musical Theater and Standup.
• Megan again reminded us that this is the last meeting before
the conference so please ask questions, or email her in the
time before she leaves for London.
• We continued the last discussion of changing this meeting to a
phone meeting, and writing up a zoom bomb blurb. Partial
discussion included that hearing there is an app for Free
Conference call was helpful. Or was it a phone App for Zoom
- confused on this one. Someone discussed loving the Video
element of Zoom and there is always a dial in number,
noting that people can see your phone number if you are
calling in. And that Zoom is more the norm. People have
different points of view on technology so we tabled the
discussion to next month because of time.
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